Lower Aeration Costs with the I-SO
In-Situ Oxygenation System
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• Helps lower aeration costs
through power reduction
• Can increase wastewater
treatment rates
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• Provides higher dissolved
oxygen levels
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• Substantially lowers emissions
• Lowers capital requirement
• Installs easily
• Reduces foaming
• Improves process control
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Praxair® I-SO In-Situ Oxygenation
System is a transportable, floating
Oxygen-based aerator for use at
biotreatment facilities. The I-SO
System is designed to efficiently
dissolve oxygen into wastewater so
aerobic bacteria can convert organic
compounds into benign substances.
It can offer a significant improvement
over conventional technology, such as
mechanical aeration and diffused air
processes, by reducing power requirements by 40-90 percent.
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by air-based processes. The I-SO
System also provides excellent solids
suspension and easily achieves the
desired Dissolved Oxygen (DO) levels
with very little off gas and no foam
generation.
Applications
With very low power consumption
and excellent oxygen utilization, the
I-SO technology is rapidly gaining
acceptance in many wastewater treatment areas, including activated sludge,
extended aeration, and SBR facilities.
More than a hundred I-SO Systems
have been installed in the United States,
Brazil, Europe, and Asian.
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Conventional air-based aeration systems
have very poor oxygen utilization rates.
Praxair’s I-SO System has an oxygen
utilization efficiency of at least 90
percent, so it can provide lower costs
while also substantially eliminating the
odor and Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC) emissions that are often created
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Lower Operating Costs
The total power requirement of an
I-SO System, including the energy
required to generate oxygen, is significantly lower than that of a comparable
air-based system. In combination with
a high-efficiency Praxair Vacuum
Pressure Swing Adsorption (VPSA)
TM
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oxygen-generation System, total
operating costs of the I-SO system are
often lower than those of the air-based
system it replaces.
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Discharge Permit Compliance
In addition to lower power consumption, the I-SO System provides much
higher oxygen mass transfer rates, which
enable higher biotreatment rates and
increased treatment capacity. Biotreatment capacity increases of up to 100
percent are often achievable.
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Wet Installation
Since it floats, the I-SO System is
installed without draining the aerated
tank or lagoon. Once installed and
tethered, it needs only a power cable and
an oxygen supply hose for operation.
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Superior Mixing
As a down-pumping, high-efficiency
draft tube mixer, the I-SO System’s
mixing performance per unit of energy
is far superior to either surface aerators
or diffusion systems.
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